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The study examines and analyzes the problems associated with current
annexation laws as they relate to growth areas. The study uses the case
study method to analyze cities with contrasting growth rates due in part
to their varying ability to utilize current annexation laws. As the laws
are written, there are inherent disadvantages to their application.
This study is significant due to the fact that Georgia's cities and
counties are facing phenomenal economic growth. Accompanying this growth
is the increased need for infrastructure development and services as
areas develop on the fringe of municipalities, cities are faced with
annexation decisions which affect their economic stability. Proper annex¬
ation legislation can allow for rational economic growth and service
delivery.
The main sources of information for this study were case studies,
book, periodicals, newspapers and interviews.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The southeast region of the United States has witnessed phenomenal
commercial and industrial growth in the last decade. Many well estab¬
lished northern companies and emerging industries have located in the
sunbelt of the United States citing obvious economic, political and geo¬
graphic reasons.
Accompanying this economic development has been a steady migration
of families seeking employment opportunities. This influx has put an
enormous financial burden upon municipalities and government officials
for increased services and costly capital expenditures. As industry and
trade settle on the fringe of incorporated areas, local governments are
faced with reactive planning, economic and political decisions that would
affect the very existence of these urban centers. In light of these
issues, municipal annexation clearly ranks as one of the more critical
concerns.
Annexation can be defined as "...the process by which usually contig¬
uous fringe territory is added to an existing municipality."! Annexation
is rarely exercised in the closely built cities of the eastern states;
however, it has been extensively practised in the incorporated areas of
IWilliam I. Goodman, Principles and Practices of Urban Planning
(Washington, D.C.: International City Managers Association Publication,
1968), p. 38.
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the South, West and Southwest as a means of control over developing
territories. 2
There are many reasons for corporate extension.3 Briefly, some
noteworthy rationales include:
1. Benefits to local governments as a means to recap¬
ture revenues lost from suburban development.
2. Benefits to residents and property owners in unincor¬
porated areas by providing needed services.
3. Allowances for rational, efficient provision of
services; and
4. Encouragement of orderly growth through proper land
use planning of potential underdeveloped fringe areas.
Annexation can avoid frapentation of metropolitan areas. Histori¬
cally, such fragmentation can create costly duplication of both capital
facilities and services, uncoordinated grant competition and disparity in
revenue sharing distribution. A basic premise for annexation is that
rational corporate extension can provide a foundation for area-wide coor¬
dination, orderly growth and efficient delivery of public services to
the inhabitants of a community.
Currently, Georgia's annexation laws are considered the most restric¬
tive in the southeast region. This consideration is based on the fact
that current annexation methods lack what is termed a unilateral provision.^
This provision allows corporations to expand boundaries without the consent
2u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Boundary and An¬
nexation: Survey 1970-1973. Report GE-30-1 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1974), p. 1.
^The terms annexation, corporate extension, corporate growth and




of property owners, if certain criteria are met. Current laws require
consent from property owners and voters in areas to be annexed. Histori¬
cally, these individuals have been resistent to municipal affiliation
because of economic and political ramifications. The purpose of this
study is to examine the need for modification of current annexation
legislation. Based upon these findings, the author will suggest modifi¬
cations that may be more conducive to rational municipal growth. This
study will examine, by way of case study, current annexation laws as they
relate to the growth areas of Fulton County, Georgia. Municipalities
specifically examined will be Alpharetta, Roswell and Atlanta. These
cities were chosen because their levels of growth are indicative of the
growth areas of Georgia during the last decade.
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
Historically, the effect of the migration of middle class families
to suburbia has been a general decline in per-capita income in the
metropolitan areas.1 The subsequent erosion of the base resulting from
this suburban flight creates a scenario of urban decline which includes
higher taxes, decaying infrastructure and lower levels and quality of
service. This uncontrolled escalation of events is cause for even the
most avid urban dweller to seek refuge in the surrounding unincorporated
areas. Also associated with the development of fringe suburban areas has
been a "double taxation" of the inner city tax payer caused by the in¬
evitable spillover of municipal services into bordering unincorporated
areas. According to a Georgia Municipal Association (GMA) publication on
the subject:
Many cities municipal residents are subsidizing
local government functions and services that are
received by citizens in the unincorporated fringe
areas. The property owner living inside the city
required to pay not only for his municipal services,
but for a large portion of the cost of services
delivered to the fringe dwellers living just beyond
the corporate boundaries.2
Many Georgia counties (such as Fulton and Gwinnett) are witnessing
phenomenal residential, commercial and industrial growth. Viewed from a
iGeorgia Municipal Association, Inc., Progressive Municipal Growth:




regional perspective, suburban growth contributes to the state's economy
as a whole. However, when examined from the fiscal perspective in rela¬
tion to some local government economies, this development is one of the
major factors in Georgia's central city decline.
Georgia Municipal Association
The writer interned as an Administrative/Research Assistant with the
Georgia Municipal Association during the summer of 1983. The Georgia
Municipal Association is a non-profit organization representing over 100
member cities. The organization functions in five areas. These functions
or responsibilities include:
1. Legal Assistance - The GMA maintains a legal staff that
assists local governments with a variety of legal matters
from simple contractual agreements to major liability and
civil cases.
2. Research & Information - The organization maintains a
research department which investigates and compiles in¬
formation annually on a number of subjects including
salaries and benefits, mileage rates and utility activi¬
ties. Also, research is done on current issues that
effect local governments.
3. Legislative Lobby - The GMA staff also includes a full-time
lobbyist that monitors and attempts to influence local
government legislation. This includes the drafting of new
legislation or the amending of pending resolutions that may
have negative implications for incorporated areas.
4. Information Network - This relates to information referral
or communication. Local governments which require special
attention may utilize the GMA as a means of referrals (i.e.,
engineering problems, waste water treatment or service
delivery). The GMA relates all these functions and current
issues through their monthly publication entitled Urban
Georgia.3




As an intern, the writer's responsibilities included providing
technical and legal assistance to member cities, collecting data for
numerous research projects and coordinating undergraduate interns. One
major research project conducted by this intern was a comprehensive study
of annexation trends in the state of Georgia from 1962-1982. This included
the examination of well over 5,000 annexation ordinances and plats filed
in the State Archives. The period was selected because the State did not
require municipalities to file annexation information with the Surveyor
General until 1962. This law was a prelude to the Federal Voting Rights
Act of 1965.
The purpose of the study was to assess the need for continued annex¬
ation lobbying efforts by the GMA. Historically, the GMA has lobbied for
liberalized annexation legislation since the mid-seventies, however,
there has been no data collected to substantiate the controversial leg¬
islative amendment. The goal of the project was to present a purely
quantitative, objective study outlining annexation trends during the last
twenty years.
The writer's initial findings were used in the June 1984 issue of
the Urban Georgia magazine.^ This study is an attempt to expand on that
initial investigation and elaborate on a controversial issue plaguing
municipalities with the substantial fringe area development.
4lbid
III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
One method to offset Georgia's rapid suburban sprawl is for the
central cities to annex continguous areas. However, under current Georgia
annexation laws, this alternative is restricted substantially. There are
four methods by which a municipality may annex areas on its periphery in
the State of Georgia. All four methods of annexation rely on the consent
of the citizens affected, a population which, in many instances, perceives
no vested interest or benefit to incorporation into central city limits.
The issue in this analysis is that there are certain disadvantages
to larger urban cities inherent in the current Georgia Annexation Laws.
Specifically, given the phenomenal regional growth in the state, some in¬
corporated areas have experienced an economic bonanza through corporate
expansion; while other entities have been unable to adjust boundaries to
reap the same benefits. This situation is due in part to current annexa¬
tion laws that require the consent of the proposed annexation land owner.
This requirement offers no problem to growth because these municipalities
have economic and political characteristics deemed attractive to the
property owner. These characteristics are evident in the North Fulton
County Municipalities of Roswell and Alpharetta which are experiencing a
high growth rate. Some of the advantages of incorporating into these
cities include lower tax rates, improved services, political responsive¬
ness, lower insurance premiums and less population density.
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The disadvantages to the annexation laws consent requirement occur
when a municipality has no perceived benefit to the unincorporated property
owner. The property owner in this situation is resistent to corporate
expansion because of its political and economic ramifications. The City
of Atlanta is an example of a Georgia city which cannot annex contiguous
areas because property owners perceive no economic or political benefits
to incorporation. Unincorporated property owners believe that incorpora¬
tion will only bring on higher taxes, higher insurance premiums, lower
levels of service delivery and affiliation with a Black political matrix
perceived to be corrupt, mismanaged and ethnocentric in motivation. It is
because of these attributes, both real and perceived, that Atlanta cannot
annex fringe areas.
The inability of a municipality to grow and recapture suburban
revenues can be an economic and politically dangerous situation. Annexa¬
tion laws which promote rational expansion are most important in growth
states like Georgia. Therefore, as stated in the previous section, the
writer will to examine the need for modification of current annexation
legislation. One question to be dealt with in this study is: Do current
Georgia Annexation Laws cause disadvantages to municipalities?
IV. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
History of Annexation
Municipal growth is directly attributed to annexation of adjoining
territories. Major corporate expansion dates back as far as 1854, when
300,000 citizens were annexed into the City of Philadelphia. Other major
annexations included Boston in 1867-1873, Chicago in 1889, and finally
the largest annexation in this country's history is the merger of Brooklyn,
Queens and Staten Island with New York. This 1898 annexation included a
record 3 million citizens.
In 1900 through 1920, large annexations took place in this country's
new cities of Detroit, Cleveland and Los Angeles, with Pittsburgh and Cin¬
cinnati maintaining continual expansion on varying scales until the end
of 1930.1 The second world war was directly associated with the substan¬
tial decline in annexation activity between 1930 and 1945. Annexations
also declined due to geographic and political limitations. For the most
part, frenzied expansion by major municipalities resulted in cities
becoming cornered by separate incorporated suburbs, or further expansion
activities warranted complicated modifications or crossing county bounda¬
ries.
Since World War II, annexation activity has increased substantially
and has involved a greater number of municipalities. Nearly every city




of 10,000 or more has engaged in significant corporate expansions.
According to statistics collected by the U. S. Department of Commerce,
smaller municipalities have also been involved in annexation at a higher
rate than previously recorded.2 in addition, these same statistics sug¬
gest that the frequency of boundary changes in the southern states contin¬
ues to be significantly high.
Annexation Authority
The power of state and federal government is defined in the United
States Constitution. One of the areas of authority granted to the states
exclusively is the power to govern local governments. States are respon¬
sible for the creation, regulation and termination of local governments.
Consequently, the powers of local governments are prescribed by each
state. The variations in power conferred by the states' local governments
can be categorized in two ways: General-Law states and the Home-Rule
states.3
The general law states maintain that municipalities are the creation
of the state legislature and have only those powers delegated to them by
statute. Therefore, in order to justify an action, a municipality must
show that somewhere in the laws the city is given authority to take that
action either by direction or implication. The inverse is true for Home
Rule States. Although municipalities are creations of the state and subject
to the limitations specified by state law and the state constitution, home
2lbid.
^Southern Growth Policies Board, Suburbs in the City: Municipal
Boundary Changes in the Southern States (Park, N. C.: Southern Growth
Policies Board Triangle, 1980), p. 3.
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rule municipalities have all governmental powers not denied them or pre¬
empted by the state. Therefore, municipalities are not required to justify
actions, but rather it is the states' responsibility to present laws
restricting activities.
100 Percent Method
Property owners in a contiguous area may annex via petitioning their
respective city. Applicable to only municipalities in counties of less
than 100,000 in population, this method of annexation must be initiated
by the written and signed application of all owners of the land proposed
to be annexed.'^ The application must be accompanied by a complete descrip¬
tion of the land to be annexed.
As with other methods of annexation, this procedure may only be used
to annex contiguous areas. The 100 percent method statute defines a con¬
tiguous area as any area which either abuts directly on the municipal
boundary or is separated from the municipal boundary by a street or right-
of-way, creek, river, right-of-way of a railroad, or other public service
corporation, or by land owned by some other political subdivision of the
State of Georgia.5
60 Percent Method
Applicable to municipalities having a county population of 200,000
or more persons, the 60 percent method statute authorizes municipal
governing bodies to annex land areas by ordinance, upon written and signed
^Melvin B. Hill, Municipal Annexation; The Legal Framework in
Georgia (Athens, GeorgTal Georgia Institute of Government, 1979), p. 7.
Sibid.
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application of not less than sixty percent of the land owners by acreage.6
The application must be accompanied by a complete description of the land
to be annexed.
These procedures can only be used to annex a contiguous area, which
is defined under this law as an area which coincides with the municipal
boundary on at least one-eighth of the area's aggregate external boundary,
or an area separated from the municipal boundary by street, creek, river,
etc., as described above. An additional requirement often imposed upon
municipalities which choose to use the 60 percent method of annexation is
to make plans for extension of services of the proposed area to be annexed
and to prepare a report setting forth such plans prior to the public
hearing.
Upon receipt of the application, the governing body of the munici¬
pality must determine the application compliance with the law. A public
hearing must be held by the municipality not less than 15 or more than 45
days from the date the petition is determined valid. Any property owner
may withdraw his consent any time through the date of the public hearing.
This method of annexation may be used by a municipality although there is
only one land owner involved, and no residence on the land to be annexed.
This method may not be utilized when the land in question crosses boundary
lines of any county.
Municipality Initiation Method
This method of annexation is applicable to all municipalities regard¬
less of population and allows a city to annex an area by ordinance, upon
its own initiative. This is the most restrictive of the four possible
6 Ibid.
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methods of annexation because of its lengthy detailed requirements and
area referendum. The municipal initiated annexation procedure includes:
1. Municipal Resolution - The municipality must pass a
resolution detailing the proposed annexation area.
The resolution will also establish a public hearing
for the discussion of the matter.
2. Detailed Report - Made available prior to the public
hearing. The report shall include:
a) Maps - indicating present and proposed annex area;
- present and proposed water/sewer lines; and
- present and proposed land use patterns.
b) Statement - indicating proposed area is:
- adjacent or contiguous to city limits;
- at least one-eighth contiguous to city limits;
- not a part of another incorporated area or
county; and
- not receiving water or sewer service, police
protection or fire protection from another
government unit.
3. Public Hearing - Made available to all residents and
property owners as well as all municipal residents.
Hearing should allow for all comments as well as in¬
troduce and explain the detailed report previously
explained.
4. Referendum - The city will conduct a referendum to
ratify or reject the adoption of the annexation
resolution. This must be done between 30 and 60
days after the public hearing. Only those registered
voters residing in the proposed annexation area. A
simple majority will ratify the local ordinance.7
If the proposed annexation is defeated, another referendum may not be
held for a period of two years. The municipality is also authorized to
finance all activities leading to and following the referendum.
Local Legislation Method
A special local or legislative act of the State General Assembly is
the original means for altering municipal boundaries. Since municipalities
7lbid.
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are developed by the General Assembly, that body may increase or in the
decrease corporate boundaries by legislative action. The Georgia State
Constitution requires that before any local or special legislation may be
enacted, notice of intent to introduce such legislation must be published
in the newspaper in which the local sheriff's advertisements are normally
published. This must be done once a week for six weeks immediately
preceding the bill's introduction into the General Assembly. A copy of
the published notice certified by the newspaper publisher, or a sworn
statement of the local legislator who introduced the measure, must be
attached to, and made a part of the local bill. This type of annexation
may be done either with or without a requirement for a referendum.
Georgia Annexation Laws in Retrospect
According to many planning agencies and municipal organizations,
Georgia's annexation laws rank as one of the more restrictive in the
southeastern region.8 in all four methods, corporate extension is
ultimately decided by the citizens affected. These citizens, for various
social and economic reasons, have historically discouraged annexation
activities.
Proponents of a more liberalized form of annexation have encountered
resistance from a number of factions including unincorporated citizens,
elected officials and administrators representing county jurisdictions
and journalists. The major argument against liberalized annexation is
based upon the sovereign rights of the citizens. Citizens resent incor¬
poration into municipalities when they are not given the democratic option
to vote on the matter. Annexation is a critical issue in relationship to
^Georgia Municipal Association, Progressive Municipal Growth, p. 2.
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increased taxes, political and economic control for those residents and
businesses affected. The following excerpt from an article from a Georgia
Municipal Association publication illustrates this argument;
All through history, conflict has arisen when
someone or some group of persons has decided
people cannot govern themselves, cannot decide
issues, and must therefore be herded under some¬
one else's authority. That someone else is, of
course better qualified, they say to make a
decision for the people who in their ignorance
and apathy cannot rule themselves intelligently.9
Historically, cities and counties occupied distinct roles in the
overall government structure. Cities essentially developed as localities
with concentrated population, industry, and trade. A municipality had
been defined as a corporate body constituted by the incorporation
of the inhabitants.10 Municipalities are voluntarily organized by the
actions of their inhabitants for their own local benefit. Because muni¬
cipalities are created by the voluntary exercise of the will of its
people, they contain the elements of sovereignty. For these reasons, a
city can be described as a miniature state, city charter as its constitu¬
tion and city council as its legislature.
The county, in contrast, is created by law and it has only the
authority that is conferred upon it by statute. A county is an involun¬
tarily formed political jurisdiction designed to aid in the administration
of state government. It is not formed in response to the voluntary
actions of people living in the local area, as in the case of municipality.
In the development of the city and county, the county was viewed as




political entity due to its jurisdiction over local matters and voluntary
nature of incorporation. Counties acted as units of the state in admin¬
istration of certain services to its citizens. The provision of munici¬
pal services was essentially not a role attributed to the county. However,
since much of the growth has occurred in unincorporated counties during
the last decade, the demand for services by county citizens has increased.
Therefore, the traditional role as agent of the state government has
transformed into characteristics similar to the corporate unit government
or city.11
The county's opposition to annexation is largely due to the eroding
effect that corporate extension has on the county's tax digest. This is
most apparent in areas where counties and annexing municipalities mutually
operate special districts, such as school systems. Encroachment of newly
developed residential tracts, commercial or industrial parks, may have
negative repercussions on the fiscal health and stability of county
economy. Counties maintain that municipalities will annex the more
lucrative contiguous areas, leaving the less appreciative properties for
the county tax digest.
In an effort to thwart annexation activities by municipalities,
county representatives have successfully lobbied in the state legisla¬
ture for a number of laws limiting corporate extension and the revenue
associated with the same. The most recent State Senate Bill SB446 pro¬
posed in the 1984 session provides that:
llSenator Tom Scott, "A Report from the Urban County and Municipal
Study Committee," Urban Georgia (February 1984): 13.
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The territory annexed by a municipality, excluding
residential property shall not decrease the equalized
adjusted school property tax digest of the county
school system in which the municipality is located
by more than 2 percent annually. If there is not
an increase in the county's equalized adjusted school
property tax digest, the municipality is not autho¬
rized to annex any territory other than residential
property, at any time during the following year..,12
Another bill which limits annexation activities by municipalities is
House Bill 931 (HB931). This bill limits annexation of areas which have
established services or have plans to be serviced according to county
comprehensive plans. Effective November, 1984, local legislation was
passed maintaining that no municipality may annex unincorporated areas
which maintain duplicate services offered by the county jurisdiction
without first obtaining the approval of the governing authority. This
code applies to those counties of the state having population of not less
than 350,000 and not more than 500,000 according to recent United States
Census Bureau statistics.13 This law is currently being challenged by
one of Georgia's most active annexing cities. Marietta.
Another argument associated with the philosophy of sovereignty is
the political ramifications of corporate extension. This specifically
involves annexation of large populations and areas with significantly
city-suburban socio-economic disparities. Annexations involving such
disparities, usually affluent white suburban areas, tend to dilute the
existing or potential minority power structure of the incorporated area.
Annexation of this nature inevitably raises the question of whether the
12"GMA's Final Legislative Report to the Membership," Urban Georgia
(April 1984): 27.
13u. S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Population: Number of Inhabitants (Atlanta, Georgia: Government Printing
Office, 1980), p. 143.
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objective is to enhance the existing infrastructure or prevent minority
inner city population from gaining or maintaining political control.
A study on this subject conducted by Thomas P. Murphy confirmed this
argument citing:
The issue of dilution of black voting strength has
been raised in a number of southeastern cities in¬
cluding Nashville and Jacksonville where the effect
of city and county annexation was to reduce the per¬
centage of black residents in the resulting consoli¬
dated entity... Old Nashville was 39% black, now
blacks represent 19%; Jacksonville was 42% but dropped
to 23%...15
Georgia is one of the seven states covered by Section 5 of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965. Under this law, a municipal corporation is
subject to Section 5 of the Act which requires prior federal approval of
any change in voting practices or procedures instituted by entities having
power over the electoral process; as interpreted, this includes municipal
annexation.16 Therefore, to obtain preclearance by the U. S. Justice De¬
partment for annexation activities, the municipality bears the burden of
proving the absence of discriminatory purpose and effect with respect to
any electoral changes. Since the enactment of the 1965 Voting Rights Act,
there has been one municipality in the State of Georgia cited for annexation
related voting rights violations, U. S. vs. the City of Rome.l^ Because of
l^Thomas P. Murphy, "Race-Base Accounting: Assigning the Cost and
Benefits of a Racially Motivated Annexation," Urban Affairs Quarterly
(December 1973): 170.
ISibid.
l^Douglas J. Mathis, The Voting Rights Act and Rome (Georgia) City
Elections (Athens, Georgial Georgia Institute of Government, 1981), p. 1.
17lbid.
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this well publicized court case, some municipal officials have admitted a
reluctance to annex contiguous areas for fear of excessive federal inter¬
vention; federal intervention that would cause for lengthy bureaucratic
tie-ups, tedious correspondence and ultimately costly legal expenditures.
According to Ed Sumner, Georgia Municipal Association's legal counsel,
this is one of the reasons why cities that could and should annex do not.
He further states that:
The courts as seen from this perspective have
been excessively strict in interpreting the
Voting Rights Act as it relates to the Southern
States. Therefore, municipal officials are
apprehensive opening a Pandora's Box of
governmental intervention skewing the cost
effectiveness of corporate extension.18
Conversely, one of the least articulated reasons for not engaging in
corporate extension is the inherent fear of diluting certain minority
political structures. By incorporating contiguous areas that maintain
citizens of contrasting political, socio-economic and racial persuasion,
elected officials and administrators risk the possibility of altering
well entrenched political machinery.
From this viewpoint, suburban flight represents a response to inner
city living and the political matrix thereof. Though in need of revenues
and other intangible assets that might well be generated from these
prosperous contiguous fringe areas, municipalities have optioned to rely
heavily on alternative revenue sources, such as local option sales tax,
rather than engaging in what they perceive as activities that would
disrupt the political power structure of their local government.
l^interview with Ed Sumner, Georgia Municipal Association, Atlanta,
Georgia, 13 July 1983.
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In examining annexation activities in the State of Georgia, some
corporate extensions have had less than honorable motivations. Annexa¬
tion "land grabs" can clearly be seen in some of the more affluent
developing county areas. There are municipalities that have been engaged
in competitive corporate expansion motivated by additional tax revenues,
increased population and competition to thwart anticipated annexation by
another municipality. In light of these situations, it is understandable
that any proposition for liberalized annexation laws can cause antagonistic
responses from county governments and state legislators.
V. ANALYTICAL APPROACH
The issues examined in this study have been articulated by elected
officials and administrators on both the state and local government
levels. Ironically, no substantiating evidence or studies have been
presented to rebuff or defend either side of the annexation argument. It
is largely due to the relative contemporary nature of the subject, and
the lack of analytical literature concentrating on Georgia's Annexation
Laws. The researcher's novelty to the laws, politics and historical
relations of city and county government in the State of Georgia motivated
this exploratory project. Exploratory studies are most typically done
for three purposes: (1) simply to satisfy the researcher's curiosity
and desire for better understanding, (2) to test the feasibility of under¬
taking a more careful study, and (3) to develop the method to be employed
in a more careful study.1 It is this researcher's future intention to
continue this study at the doctoral level.
The research methodology proposed in this inquiry is both exploratory
and descriptive. The sources of information are primarily secondary data
collected from current newspapers, books and research publications on the
subject of municipal annexation, consolidation, mergers and disincorpo-
rations. The period of the literature search is 1970-1986. This period
^Earl R. Babbie, The Practice of Social Research (Belmont, Cali¬
fornia: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1979), p. 85.
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was selected for the literature search because it is recognized as the most
significant growth period for the southeastern region of the United States
which has influenced annexation activity.
The study also utilizes primary data collected from initial studies
conducted by this researcher in conjunction with the Georgia Municipal
Association. In addition to the outlined methodology, the researcher
also conducted random unstructured interviews with city attorneys, planners
and relevant individuals who are knowledgeable about annexation laws and
issues.
VI. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
Annexation is a growing issue in the State of Georgia. As industry
and population continue to migrate to the state, cities and counties are
faced with phenomenal growth needs. Because Georgia cities and counties
maintain the same urban services, they are in direct competition for support
revenues. The following case study analysis looks at annexation activities
in three cities of Fulton County. Each city is experiencing substantially
different rates of corporate growth. These variations are directly attri¬
buted to their abilities to utilize annexation legislation.
The first section examines annexation in the City of Atlanta. The
study initially outlines the economic activities in the State of Georgia
and outlines some of the disparities in Atlanta's growth rate (Decade of
Decline). The section, then, outlines some political events that are
directly attributable to the city's inability to annex fringe areas (An¬
nexation History) and finally the analysis evaluates factors that make
current annexation methods inoperable for Atlanta's corporate growth.
The second section examines the North Fulton County cities of Roswell
and Alpharetta. These cities, unlike Atlanta, have had phenomenal growth
by way of current annexation laws. The section outlines the cities' growth
and some of the factors that have contributed to their development (Dividing
the Spoils). The analysis then outlines jurisdictional problems that have
arisen from their aggressive annexation policies (Jurisdictional Conflicts),
and finally, the analysis summarizes current annexation methods as they
relate to these two cities.
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Atlanta: A Case Study
Atlanta is the capital of the State of Georgia and considered the Hub
city for the southeast region. This is due in part to the city's role as
convention and tourist center as well as a central transportation point for
industry and trade. Less than one-half million in population, Atlanta is a
comparably young city having emerged only in the post-Civil War period as a
regional depot. It is considered an economically healthy city when compared
with the financially troubled cities of the northeast.
Historically, Atlanta has experienced two phenomenal growth periods
since the progressive era of the early 1900s. The first in 1925, was
associated with a million dollar promotional program by the Atlanta Chamber
of Commerce called "Forward Atlanta." The Forward Atlanta program's primary
objective was to enlarge the city's economic base. The subsequent success
of the program could be measured by the nearly $30 million dollar increase
in annual wages added to the city's economy by way of new industry and
trade. Accompanying this phenomenal industrial growth was a nearly one-
third increase in the city's population.^
The second major growth period was during the early seventies. During
this period, the Atlanta area recorded an annual increase of 23,000 jobs.
This period was also dubbed the "Forward Atlanta" period with a promotional
budget of $1.6 million dollars. During this period, corporations and indus¬
tries migrated to metropolitan Atlanta, building regional and national
headquarters. Nationally published articles praised Atlanta as one of the
new Mecca's for growth in America. Industrial growth and attractive living
llvan Allen, Jr., Mayor, Notes on the Sixties (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1971), p. 149.
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were Atlanta's main characteristics. With major support from Georgia's
native son. President Jimmy Carter and his administration, Metro Atlanta
was able to establish facilities like the Hartsfield International Airport,
now one of the second busiest airports in the country and the metro-rail
system, one of the model metropolitan transportation rail systems according
to the Department of Transportation. Clearly, Atlanta represented new
growth and hope for many Americans living in depressed areas of the United
States.
Atlanta's Decade of Decline
Atlanta's economic outlook began to change radically with the onset of
the 1980s. The contributing factor in the decline of Atlanta's tax base
was the out migration of middle class families, relocation of commercial
and industrial employers and the associated fringe development. Statisti¬
cally, Atlanta's Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) showed a 14 percent
decline in population, from a 1970 peak of 496,973 to a 1986 estimate of
425,022. This is contrary to the State of Georgia's overall increase in
population of some 9 percent in that same period. Typically, those who
moved out of Atlanta had higher incomes than those who moved into the city
limits. Characteristically, individuals migrating to Atlanta were from
economically depressed areas in pursuit of economic opportunity. Most were
low-skilled and low income with education levels that averaged below 12th
grade.2 This change in population has had an effect on the level of service
delivery as well as the growth and development of the city of Atlanta as a
whole.
^Douglas C. Bachtel, Metropolitan and Non-Metropolitan Growth and
Change in Georgia (Tifton, Georgia: University of Georgia, 1986), p. 3.
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Conversely, north metropolitan Atlanta, which includes unincor¬
porated North Fulton County, Roswell and Alpharetta, has had phenomenal
economic growth in the same period. North Fulton County has competitively
attracted industries such as Kimberly-Clark (782 employees). North Fulton
Medical Center (310 employees). Digital Communications (273 employees)
and others, creating some 3,290 new jobs for their citizens in 1982
alone.3 in terms of population growth, Roswell has had an increase from
5,430 (1970) to 42,251 (1986), Alpharetta has had an increase from 2,455
(1970) to 7,768 (1986) and unincorporated Fulton County has had a 34
percent increase from 39,907 (1970) to 117,377 (1986). (See Table 1.)
Comparatively, the gross digest, which is one indicator of economic
growth, also suggests substantial growth disparities between Atlanta and
the North Metro area. State Revenue Department figures show an average
of 72 percent growth in the tax digest of the North Metro area, as compared
to a 37 percent increase in the City of Atlanta, from the period of 1980-
1984 (see Table 2). The highest growth area being Roswell with a 100
percent increase in the city's gross digest. The gross digest includes
real and personal property, inventories and equipment (minus freeport
exemptions) and other taxable items.
The out migration of upper and middle class citizens, the influx of
the unskilled low income as well as the disparity in economic growth can
be substantiated by some alarming statistics. Current census data suggest
that the City of Atlanta is below average for the State of Georgia and






1970 1986 % Change
Atlanta 496,973 425,022 - 14%
A1pharetta 2,455 7,768 + 31%
Roswel 1 5,430 42,251 +778%
Unincorporated Fulton Co. 39.907 117.377 + 33%





1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
% Change
1980-1984
Atlanta 3,559 3,836 4,027 4,831 4,883 37%
Alpharetta 41 46 49 62 70 71%
Roswel1 225 227 305 401 452 100%
Unincorporated
Fulton Co. 5,815 6,434 6,850 8,310 8.530 46%
*Source: State of Georgia, Department of Revenues, September 1984.
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TABLE 3
















Atlanta 11.5 27.5 6,539 11,296 8.1
Alpharetta 7.7 6.7 8,294 22,175 N/A
Roswel 1 5.9 3.7 10,459 27,840 N/A
Fulton County 10.4 17.5 7,621 11,716 7.5
Georgia 9.5 13.2 8,935 15,033 7.8
*Source: 1984 Bureau of the Census.
more families below the poverty level than Alpharetta/Roswell, 36 percent
more than the county and 52 percent more than the state average (see
Table 3). Atlanta's per capita income is 43 percent lower than Alpha¬
retta/Roswell, 16 percent lower than Fulton County and 36 percent lower
than the state average (see Table 3). Atlanta's median household income
is 3 percent lower than Fulton County, 121 percent lower than Alpharetta/
Roswell and 33 percent lower than the state. While the state's unemployment
rate is 7.8 percent and Fulton County is 7.5 percent, Atlanta has an unem¬
ployment figure averaging 8.3 percent (see Table 3). Accordingly, Fulton
County has the highest amount of transfer payments in the state totaling
872.6 million dollars, with Atlanta's citizens the primary recipients.^
The decline in buying power (inflation), loss of income and the
escalating cost of the poor has increased the difficulty in maintaining
^Ibid.
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both the delivery of services and municipal revenues. The result has
been an increase in the overall per capita tax ratio for citizens of
Atlanta. Atlanta's millage rate, for example, is the highest in the
county at 61.68 mills, compared to Fulton County's 38.39 mil Is,^ Alpha¬
retta's 46.83 mills and Roswell's 43.63 mills. Historically, the disparity
between millage rates has been related to the amounts and kinds of services
offered by the governing body. However, the rate of disparity between
North Fulton and Atlanta does not represent the purchase of more kinds of
services or even a higher level of service delivery. Ironically, in some
cases, citizens in the North metro Atlanta area enjoy service at a higher
level than those in Atlanta's city limits.
In an effort to finance local government operations, Atlanta utilizes
every source of revenue granted by the State of Georgia. The state regu¬
lates the rate of many of these sources and adjusts them according to a
number of economic and political variables. Atlanta is currently taxing
at the highest rate allowable in all categories. This suggests a tremen¬
dous tax burden on the city's constituents. One indicator of the amount
of tax levied per capita is a computation called the tax ratio. The tax
ratio is one of the computations used by the U.S. Department of Treasury,
Revenue Sharing Department to determine the amount of revenue sharing
funds awarded to a governmental jurisdication. Briefly, the ratio is
calculated by population and per capita income divided by the local
government adjusted tax. Currently, Atlanta's tax ratio is not only the
highest in Fulton County, but one of the highest in the State of Georgia,
according to the 1984 Revenue Sharing calculations.
^This rate does not include special district rates.
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Corporate expansion is one viable alternative to Atlanta's economic
decline. Through the annexation of developed residential, commercial and
industrial areas as well as speculative undeveloped open areas, the city
cannot only expand its tax base, but also have some control over the
development of new areas, industry and trade. Historically, Atlanta's
largest annexation was in 1952, when the city incorporated some 81 square
miles. Since that time, Atlanta has annexed seven times (1952-1986),
totaling about 200 acres of land. Most of these annexations were accom¬
plished by the sixty percent method. Comparably, the city of Alpharetta
has annexed some one hundred and five times, with the largest area totaling
some 1600 acres.
Atlanta has not annexed contiguous areas for a number of economic
and political reasons. Current annexation laws have had a considerable
role in the city's inability to grow. The next section identifies major
historical events that lead to this situation. In reviewing this section,
keep in mind two relative points outlined by Dr. R. Holmes on the subject
of governmental reform in metro Atlanta. The first point concerns the
concept of power, and the second deals with the historical perspective in
which the subject should be viewed. Dr. Holmes maintains that:
In the debate over structural changes it is political
power that is the name of the game; some say it is
the only game in town. Those who don't have it are
trying to get it; those who have it are trying to
maintain it; those who recently lost it are trying
to regain it.^
®Dr. Robert Holmes, "Politics of Governmental Reforms in the Atlanta
Metropolitan Region," Urban Georgia (January 1977): 80.
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Clearly by reviewing the issue of annexation within this framework of
reference (a power struggle), we return to the basic argument of the
annexation opponents, that is the issue of political sovereignty. This
will enble us to see the situation as a conflictual relationship on the
one hand and also enable us to achieve a more realistic understanding of
the different perspectives of the major actors in this political issue on
the other hand.
Atlanta's Annexation History
The problem of fringe area growth is not a new phenomenon to Atlanta.
Since 1947, there has been over 120 studies on the subject. The most
significant of these studies was the 1949 Plan of Improvement produced by
the local government commission of Fulton County. The plan attempted
to allocate services and financial responsibility between Atlanta and
Fulton County. In an effort to eliminate duplication of some essential
services, Atlanta would retain the responsibility for urban services
(Fire and Police) and Fulton County would retain traditional county
services (Health and Roads). Plan of Improvement legislation was passed
by the General Assembly in 1951.
There were several other important features of the Plan of Improve¬
ment, but the three features relative to annexation included:
1. Provision for virtually automatic annexation of
contiguous, high population suburban areas as
they develop;
2. The immediate annexation of 82 square miles of
unincorporated Fulton County with a population
of approximately 87,000 people; and
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3. The orderly provision of municipal services to
county areas through the use of contractual
service agreements.7
Despite continued growth around the city, Atlanta did not attempt to use
the automatic annexation provision until 1968. In early 1969, the Georgia
Supreme Court ruled the automatic annexation provision unconstitutional.8
Thus, the vehicle created to provide for the orderly expansion of munici¬
pal services and growth was dismantled.
The next major push toward Atlanta's rational growth was in an annex¬
ation proposal incorporated in the 1971 Program for Progress sponsored by
Mayor Massell. In the words of the Mayor, the proposed annexation was a
"now or never" opportunity to deal with a long standing community issue.
The annexation would have created two cities in Fulton County by (a)
incorporating all of North Fulton County into Atlanta and (b) annexing
South Fulton into College Park. The annexation bill was passed by the
House and sent to the Senate. It was in the Senate where then Lt. Governor
Lester Maddox termed the legislation unfair to the people who would be
affected because it did not provide for a referendum and therefore refused
to call the bill up for Senate consideration (though he signed three
such bill in 1973). Many believe the race issue may have been a factor
in the Lt. Governor's insistence on a referendum. The proposed expansion
would have changed the racial balance in Atlanta from 51 percent Black and
49 percent White to 47 percent Black and 53 percent White. However, the
school population would still have been predominately Black from 73 percent
^Public Research and Management, Inc., "Atlanta-Fulton County Service
Delivery" Public Research and Management Publication (1977): 6.
Sibid., p. 7
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to 63 percent Black. Whatever the reasons for the failure of the Bill,
efforts to modify Atlanta's boundaries were again aborted.
In response to Atlanta's proposal for the incorporation of North
Fulton County, the two small cities of Alpharetta (1970 population of
2,455) and Roswell (1970 population of 5,430) under went rapid changes in
size and population. The two cities became the haven for white flight,
while attempting to maintain its corporate status. To Atlanta, this
meant not only the termination of the Program for Progress, but also a
substantial reduction of Atlanta's ability to move its boundaries north¬
ward. (Roswell's and Alpharetta's annexation activities are the subject
of the next case study section.) Both cities were successful in acquiring
large sections of unincorporated North Fulton County.
The Georgia State Legislature was not the only factor in the demise
of Atlanta's suburban expansion. The Great Society movement of the mid¬
sixties and its domestic programs stimulated cities to expand from their
traditional service activities.^ This in fact, fueled the confusion
between city and county service responsibilities. It was during this
period that Atlanta extended its services to include social welfare,
health, human and economic services. Services which were clearly assigned
to Fulton County government under the Plan of Improvement.
Fulton County began to develop its own urban service delivery system
in response to the demand in its unincorporated areas. Atlanta was unable
to expand its boundaries and therefore meet the needs of a growing urban
Fulton County. The county entered the Municipal Service business through
9lbid.
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the Georgia General Assembly's passage of the Home Rule Act of 1965. The
Home Rule Act and subsequent Georgia constitutional revisions granted
powers to both local governments and counties in the provision of 15
traditionally municipal services. These service provisions were in
response to Georgia's new urban counties. The provision of municipal
services by the county government weakened the argument for corporate
growth. County government now viewed corporate growth as an encroachment
on revenues necessary for new service deliveries, including infrastructure
and capital improvements.
This section has outlined some major events that have contributed
toward Atlanta's inability to annex fringe areas. The next section con¬
centrates on the three annexation methods available to Atlanta and the
factors that have rendered them ineffective. Currently, the three methods
available to Atlanta include the local legislative method, sixty percent
method and the municipal initiated method.
Local Legislative Method
The local legislative method of annexation is essentially corporate
extension by a local act of the General Assembly. It is the most
traditional form of boundary adjustment in that it was the original means
of altering corporate limits by most states. Generally, a representative
from a city wishing to annex introduces a bill in the state legislature.
If the bill was passed and signed into law, the area is annexed.
The City of Atlanta has not been successful in utilizing this form
of annexation since 1953 when it annexed 87 square miles into the city's
limits. The city's ineffectiveness in utilizing this method can be
attributed to the political machinery that governs the Georgia State
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Legislature. There are two major subgroups of the state legislature that
are in perpertual conflict in the area of county versus city interest.
The larger and most influential group represents both urban counties
(counties with greater population residing in unincorporated areas) and
rural counties. While the smaller minority group represents the city
dominated urban counties (counties with greater population in cities),
which includes only 4 of the 159 counties in the State of Georgia.
In the struggle for political consideration, especially dealing with
corporate growth, Atlanta has been no match for the dominant county
faction. The county group has historically voted against annexation
legislation that may encroach on county revenues. Historically in the
past thirty years, Atlanta has attempted to annex by this method at least
10 times with only one successful Legislative Bill (1952). The most
recent local legislation that proposed to expand Atlanta city limits was
introduced in January, 1984. House Bill 945 was introduced by State
Representative J. E. McKinney of the 35th District and would have incor¬
porated areas north of the current corporate limits of Atlanta. The
extension would have terminated at Interstate 285. This annexation would
have annexed some relatively high income residential and commercial areas.
The Bill was predictably killed before reaching the floor of the House.
Viewed from a racial standpoint, Atlanta is considered a Black city,
governed by Blacks for Blacks. In this context, the two factions in the
State Legislature can be categorized as those within Interstate 285
(Black) and those outside Interstate 285 (Whites).10 From this stand¬
point, the issue of annexation can be viewed as a Black and White power
lOinterview with State Representative J. E. McKinney, 35th District,
Georgia State Legislature, Atlanta, Georgia, January 1983.
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struggle. Atlanta's growth will encroach upon middle and upper income
whites. A group which has resisted the social and economic stigma of
residing in Atlanta.
Though the racial implicationas are clear, the State Legislature has
maintained in its argument against Atlanta's annexation that the individ¬
ual's right to decide his residency supersedes the municipalities' decision
to annex. Therefore, historically Atlanta's annexation efforts without
referenda have not been successful considerations. However, there appears
to be inconsistencies in the State Legislatures' annexation policies.
There have been several successful annexation Bills passed by the legisla¬
ture that have not included approval by fringe voters.While these
inconsistencies may in fact be racially motivated, the point to be made
here is that there are serious inconsistencies in the local legislation
annexation policy. Inconsistencies that have caused uneven political and
economic growth in the metropolitan Atlanta region.
60 Percent Method
The 60 percent method is the most simplified form of annexation
available to the City of Atlanta. To annex an area involves the collection
of signatures of 60 percent of the property owners and voters in an area
per acre. It also includes detailed planning of corporate services to
that area. The only geographic requirement is that the area in question
must be at least one-eighth contiguous to the current city limits.
The problem with this method in respect to Atlanta is that individuals
outside the city limits do not wish to be a part of Atlanta. Therefore, a
llpaul Hirch, "Municipal Annexation in Georgia," (M.A. Thesis, Uni¬
versity of Georgia, 1975), p. 109.
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voluntary consideration, such as a petition would be at the least unsuccess¬
ful. Individuals who own property or live on the fringe of Atlanta enjoy
the benefits of its contemporary urban attributes, however, they would
rather not affiliate with the negative social and economic implications
accompanying incorporation. Those negativties include higher taxes,
higher insurance premiums and affiliation with a predominately Black city
plagued by violent crime and mismanagement.12 Characteristically, it is
much more prestigious and economically feasible to live in an unincorpo¬
rated area like Sandy Springs, yet work and play within the confines of
the City of Atlanta.
The inequity of fringe dwellers is an on-going argument in all muni¬
cipalities experiencing suburban growth. Several studies on the subject
suggest problems such as double taxation (city dwellers paying for services
utilized by county dwellers) and the inevitable spill over of municipal
services.13 still legislative proponents of this form of annexation
argue that the individual rights to choose where one lives outweighs the
rights of the municipality to recapture revenues or dictate area land use.
It is this philosophical argument that has made the 60 percent method
ineffective to cities that must contend with uncoorperative fringe area
growth. This individualist theme is evident in all the methods of annex¬
ation discussed in this study.
l^lnterview with State Representative J. E. McKinney, 35th District,
Georgia State Legislature, Atlanta, Georgia, January 1983.
13"Atlanta Annexation Consolidation Attempts: A Review," Research
Atlanta, Fall 1972, p. 19.
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Municipal Initiated Method
This method of annexation was passed in the Georgia State Legislature
in 1971. Since that time it has been used only once by a municipality.
The municipal initiated method's use or the lack thereof, is due in part
to its complicated procedural requirements.14 The procedures include a
number of bureaucratic endeavors that include time, planning and money (see
Review of Literature). The legislation is written in such a way that it
is in fact preventive. The method curtails speculative land grabs by
requiring certain levels of both development and population. Also, the
laws maintain that a municipality may not conflict with or erode a juris¬
diction's (city or county) established services. Yet, the most restrictive
clause of the municipal initiated method is the referendum requirement.
Atlanta has not utilized this method because the jurisdictional
limitations maintain that a municipality may not annex an area with
established urban services. This may be waived by the jurisdiction if it
chooses to do so. However, in the case of Fulton County, Atlanta's
expansion would be deemed as an erosion of an essential tax base. Since
the mid-seventies the county has evolved into a full service jurisdiction
that must compete for the same revenues as the City of Atlanta. A case
in point is the county's on-going court battles with the cities of Alpha¬
retta and Roswell, Their main argument is the erosion of the county's
tax base. (See Case Study: Roswell and Alpharetta.) In the situation
with Atlanta, Fulton County is currently proposing consolidation of ser¬
vices, essentially taking away services rendered by the municipality,
thereby making Fulton County an unwilling entity of jurisdictional erosion.
l^Georgia Municipal Association, Inc., Progressive Municipal Growth:
Meeting the Challenge (Atlanta, Georgia: GMA Publication, 1978), p. 23.
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The outcome of the referendum requirement would be predictably
negative. As discussed earlier, those on the outside of Atlanta's city
limits really have no incentives to incorporate. The results of such a
merger would be a higher cost of living through property tax and insurance
premiums. Fulton County residents already enjoy all the services provided
by the City of Atlanta and utilize all the amenities afforded Atlanta's
citizens at a fraction of the cost. If, in fact, an individual or group
of individuals did decide to incorporate into the city's limits, the 60
percent method would be a much more convenient means for all involved
parties.
Alpharetta and Roswell: A Case Study Dividing the Spoils
The cities of Roswell (incorporated 1854) and Alpharetta (incorporated
1861) are located in the northern section of Fulton County. Both cities
were primarily farm communities that took pride in their small town at¬
mosphere and historical attributes. Their growth rate was steady, but not
spectacular. The communities had no real attraction for the outsider
seeking economic opportunities and suburban life, and for the most part,
the city wanted to keep it that way.
As industry and companies began to search the southeast for reloca¬
tion sites, small towns began to take on a new attitude toward growth and
development. Small cities like Roswell and Alpharetta attempted to court
the corporate world by way of aggressive Chamber of Commerce activities.
The growth rate in both cities began to change as a political transforma¬
tion took place down the road in the City of Atlanta. Atlanta's population
was fast becoming a Black majority, and Black leadership was only a matter
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of time in the early seventies. As Black students' elementary and
high school enrollment reached a seventy percent high in Atlanta, white
flight was indeed apparent. Roswell and Alpharetta were two of the
primary recipients of this white migration. Their population and land
areas (by way of annexation) grew at alarming rates. Roswell's population
grew from 5,430 (1970) to 42,251 (1986) and annexation activity has
increased the land area from 3.5 square miles to 27 square miles. Alpha¬
retta's population has grown from 2,455 (1970) to 7,768 (1986) and land
areas via annexation has grown from 2.5 square miles (1970) to 20 square
miles (1986). Combined, both cities have annexed successfully over 250
times since 1965 using the 60 percent method.
There are several factors in the migration of whites and the relative
attraction of developers to both cities. Some of these factors include:
1) The cities' property tax and cost of living are lower than unincorporated
Fulton County and the City of Atlanta; 2) The city services which may not
be offered in unincorporated areas (local police, trash collection, street
lights, etc.); 3) Georgia Interstate 400 which links the incorporated
suburb to Atlanta by some thirty minutes; 4) Developers and companies
find the zoning practices within both cities much more cooperative than
that of Atlanta and Fulton County; and 5) Both cities offer some amount
of autonomy. While the 1972 legislative proposal to incorporate North
Fulton County is in reality no longer a threat, the deep-rooted anxiety
about becoming a part of Atlanta still exists. Citizens feel safe from
this encroachment by living in an incorporated city. This anxiety may
have resurfaced with the current proposal for consolidation being recom¬
mended by the Fulton County Commission.
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Jurisdictional Conflict; Fulton County vs.
Alpharetta and RoswelT
The phenomenal growth witnessed by these two municipalities has had
a negative impact on Fulton County government relations. This antagonistic
situation is based upon the county commissioner's allegations that both
cities engaged in irresponsible annexation land grabs. The commissioners
contend that recent corporate extensions have not only disrupted long
term comprehensive planning efforts, but have a negative effect on
revenues. Fulton County maintains that both cities solicit annexation
participation from areas that have had infrastructure development. This
development included costly road construction, water and sewer line con¬
nections. From an economic standpoint, by incorporating these areas,
Alpharetta and Roswell have eroded a tax district which was created to
retire a bond issue financed for those capital improvements. This same
bond issue also financed fire protection upgrades and activities. Long
term planning was also disrupted because annexation by these cities was
usually followed by rezoning of properties. An activity that usually
conflicted with county land use planning and projections.
The conflicts between the two governments grew as the municipalities
showed no signs of relenting their annexation activities. Several arti¬
cles in the Atlanta Journal featured the on-going battle between the two
governments. The most outspoken individuals included Fulton County
Commissioner Michael Lomax, Alpharetta's Mayor Jimmy Phillips, and Roswell's
Mayor W. L. Mabry. Both municipalities argued that they acted within
their state mandated legal rights to annex, while county officials main¬
tained that their actions caused undue hardships on the county's economy
and overall well being as it relates to county growth and development.
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After several attempts to settle on a compromise, Fulton County turned
to Fulton County Superior Court for adjudication. In the case of Alpha¬
retta, Fulton County sued to invalidate all annexations dating back to
1971. This action was based on the fact that Alpharetta did not include
in its annexation proposal plans to extend city services as required by
law. This same argument was used in the case against Roswell. Roswell's
case focused on the 1,100 acre Brookfield sub-division, an annexation
which excluded the sub-divisions' centrally located community center
because it served alcoholic beverages on Sunday.
Coupled with this judicial approach, Fulton County attempted to slow
further annexations through restrictions on their sewer treatment capacity
by way of limiting sewer permits. Recently, the courts have ruled in
favor of the municipalities. As it stands today, Fulton County and the
two cities must resolve the problems of their economic inequities. How¬
ever, both cities continue to aggressively expand their corporate limits
with lucrative land development.
Another problem related to Roswell's and Alpharetta's aggressive
annexation activity has been the formation of county land pockets (islands)
within the city limits. These islands represent unincorporated areas
that are under the jurisdiction of the Fulton County government. The
problem with these islands is that county employees must cross within the
city limits to service these areas. This is a very economically ineffi¬
cient situation and can be potentially dangerous if an emergency is
located in a questionable area.
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Recently, efforts have been made to incorporated these island areas
into their cities, by both the 60 percent method and local legislative
method. Both cities have experienced uncooperative land owners who main¬
tain their rights to choose their residency. This resistence is usually
related to conflictual land use requirements. By remaining unincorporated,
property owners are exempt from zoning transitions related to development.
For the most part, these properties are not developed and the usually
long term residence or property owner is resistant to the growth and
development around them. It is because of this characteristic undevelop¬
ment that the Fulton County Commission has accused Alpharetta and Roswell
of annexing only developments or potential developments. In fact, both
cities have overlooked these areas until recent political pressure was
applied.
Summary
Georgia's Annexation laws are clearly advantageous to growth in
cities that can offer property owners and developers some kind of economic
or political benefits. As indicated in the case study of Alpharetta and
Roswell, current legislation has allowed for a controversial level of
expansion. This economic bonanza has not been shared by the City of
Atlanta. As the study has shown, the city has not had substantial growth
since 1951. This situation is due in part to what is perceived as
Atlanta's current economic and political status. Annexation activities
have been disrupted because potential property owners and developers have
no incentive to incorporate. Despite the fact these areas are economi¬
cally linked to the city, Atlanta can not annex these areas without the
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consent of the property owner. The next section addresses this issue by
highlighting the reactions and solutions of states facing the same problem.
Annexation Method Alternatives
As the case studies have indicated there are inadequacies in Georgia's
current annexation laws. Some cities experiencing fringe growth cannot
recapture their tax base and subsequently must rely on other revenue
resources. Several southeastern states have realized the need to ease
the pressures of suburban growth and community planning by revising
restrictive annexation legislation. Revised annexation measures that are
initiated by the incorporation, allow municipalities to expand their cor¬
porate boundaries when certain criteria are met. The municipal initiated
method, also called annexation by ordinance, unilateral annexation or
municipal determined method, has been successfully practised in a number
of states, including Alabama, Tennessee, and Louisiana as far back as
1954.
The municipal initiated method lends a large degree of authority to
the municipality in that it allows cities to annex areas without in some
cases voters approval. This is directly contrary to the democratic
argument advocated by annexation opponents. However, when examined
closely, it is consistent with our representative system of government in
that we vest certain powers in elected officials to govern a jurisdiction
that is the core of an urbanized area and the primary government to deal
with urban problems, so that they can act for the overall welfare of the
whole community. This is no less democratic than giving fringe area resi¬
dents the power to veto growth of a city that is in many cases the source
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of their suburban existence. A North Carolina General Assembly task
force on the subject wrote:
...We do not believe that the extension of municipal
boundaries is a legitimate question to be decided
by a vote of the residents of a small portion of a
large community.
...We believe that the rights and privileges of resi¬
dents of urban fringe areas must be interpreted in the
context of the rights and privileges of every person
in the urban area. We do not believe that an individual
who chooses to buy a lot and build a home in the vicini¬
ty of a city thereby acquires the right to stand in the
way of action which is deemed necessary for the good of
the entire urban area. By his very choice to build and
live in the vicinity of the city, he has chosen to iden¬
tify himself with an urban population, to assume the
responsibilities of urban living, and to reap the bene¬
fits of such location. Therefore, sooner or later, his
property must become subject to the regulations and
services that have been found necessary and indispensable
to the health, welfare, safety, convenience and general
prosperity of the entire urban area. Thus, we believe
that individuals who choose to live on urban-type land
adjacent to a city must anticipate annexation sooner or
later. And once annexed, they receive the rights and
privileges of every other resident of the city, to
particiapte in city elections, and to make their point
of view felt in the development of the city. This is
the proper arena for the exercise of political rights, as
this General Assembly has evidenced time and again in
passing annexation legislation without recourse to an
election.!
Allowing incorporated areas to grow at their own pace and make decisions
concerning their specific problems gets back to the home-rule philosophy
of the state's constitution. When examined from a democratic view, the
destiny of an urban core should not be determined by an urban fringe
minority who essentially reap the benefits of their proximity to the
city.
!Supplementary Report of the Municipal Government Study Commission,
North Carolina General Assembly, 26 February 1959, pp. 5-10.
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After examining the annexation argument on both sides, the Indiana
Economic Council concluded that their current laws authorizing unilateral
annexation should not be changed. The study went on to suggest that the
prerogative of annexation is presently and should be that of the City
Council. Their report also referred to rulings by the high courts of
Kentucky and Arkansas.
Based on this simple and fundamental thought -- who
goes to live, produce or operate in territory adja¬
cent to a city does so at his peril, for it is the
nature of cities to grow and expand, and restriction
of such growth and expansion by individuals or groups
cannot be tolerated.2
A unilateral type of annexation clearly is not the universal answer
for the problems faced by incorporated growth areas of Georgia. Unrestric
ted, a unilateral type of annexation would fall prey to thoughtless offi¬
cials who would engage in nothing more than speculative land grabs and/or
spontaneous exercise of authority. The State of Virginia, for example,
after passing such legislation, shortly thereafter, had a ten year
moratoria on annexation because of abuses by city fathers. Virginia
eventually revised the unilateral law and has had no major problems with
corporate extension since the law was reenacted in 1982. Virginia, as
indicated, has a unilaterial type annexation method that does not require
a referendum.
^Proposal for Revision of Laws Pertaining to City Annexation and
Sewer Extension Contracts, Indiana Economic Council, Indianapolis, Indiana
December 1, 1954, p. 3.
VII. CONCLUSION
The previous section has discussed and analyzed the problems with
current annexation laws as they relate to cities experiencing fringe area
growth. One of the problems with current laws is the inability of some
municipalities to annex. This problem occurs when cities are unable to
convince property owners of the benefits of incorporation. Currently,
cities cannot annex fringe areas without the consent of the owner.
Examples of this problem were shown in the comparison between the City of
Atlanta and the cities of Alpharetta and Roswell.
In the case study of Atlanta, it was evident that the city was unable
to annex areas outside the city limits. In contrast to Atlanta's dilemma,
are the cities of Alpharetta and Roswell. As indicated, these municipali¬
ties have been very successful in their utilization of current annexation
laws. Their annexation activity has been so successful and aggressive
that many critics have deemed their efforts as "irresponsible land grabs."
However, even with their successful annexation plans, both cities are
unable to annex certain areas within their city limits. The inability to
annex these islands has caused for inefficient service delivery and
potentially a dangerous jurisdictional situation.
In both case studies, the inability to annex has been due in part to
the Georgia State Legislature's inconsistnet policy toward annexation and
the rights of the individual. Annexation legislation as it is written
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requires the consent of the individual concerned. Historically, indi¬
viduals living on the urban fringe have not supported incorporation unless
there are some apparent economic or political benefits to be derived from
such an exercise. This situation has lead to a rather controversial on¬
going social discussion. Are the rights of an individual (fringe dweller)
more important than the rights of the mass (city dwellers)?
VIII. RECOMMENDATION
This study has illustrated certain disadvantages that are inherent
to Georgia's annexation laws. Some municipalities experiencing fringe
growth are unable to incorporate these areas because of resistant property
owners. Currently, all four annexation methods maintain that cities can
not annex these areas without the consent of the proposed area's voters
and property owners.
While the resistance of these individuals may be based on valid
arguments (i.e., higher property tax), the fact remains that the prosperity
of fringe development is directly linked to the urban core. As the
stability of the urban core begins to weaken under the effects of fringe
migration, it becomes clear that fringe areas cannot be allowed the
privilege of benefiting from its proximity to an urban core and yet not
contributing to its well being. Several states experiencing this same
dilemma responded by modifying annexation laws. The most important
modification feature is the city's ability to annex fringe, areas without
the consent of the individual. This type of annexation called the munici¬
pal initiated, annexation by ordinance, unilateral annexation or municipal
determined method has been practised by states for over twenty years. In
some states, the municipal initiated method is very similar to Georgia's
municipal initiated method in that it is restrictive in terms of popula¬
tion and development level requirements.
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The Georgia Legislature should consider modifying the municipal
initiated annexation method to exclude the referendum requirement. A
unilateral type annexation will allow cities in Georgia to grow at their
own pace and not allow their destiny to be determined by a fringe area
minority. Clearly, this type of annexation is not the universal answer
for the problems faced by incorporated growth areas in Georgia. However,
if Georgia legislators draw from the shortcomings and problems faced by
other states that have enacted a unilateral type method, they are in a
good position to develop a model annexation law.
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